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designed for you. designed for life.

What is it about a pool that can transform an ordinary summer day into something magical? From the
splashes of a child’s birthday party to the quiet calm of a sunset dinner, your backyard becomes a place
where you can escape the day-to-day and create your own private world. It’s a haven where you can kick
back, relax and focus on what really matters: your family, friends, and yes, even yourself.

At Royal Palm Pools, Inc. we help you create your personal outdoor oasis with custom
pools that feature the beauty and reliability of steel while offering endless options.

relax
Pull up a lounge, stretch out and forget the outside world. The calm clear water
of a Royal Palm pool is the perfect place to catch up on your reading, chat with
old friends or simply soak up the warm summer sun.

entertain
From 4th of July cookouts with the whole neighborhood to quiet cocktail parties
for a few friends, a Royal Palm pool makes it easy to play host to memorable
get-togethers and events. Just fire up the grill, turn on the music and let the party
come to you.

exercise
Enjoy the peaceful tranquility of early morning laps, get your groove on
with water aerobics, or play sharks and minnows with the kids until your skin
wrinkles. Whatever you do to stay fit, a Royal Palm pool makes working out
fun and easy without a trip to the gym.

why royal palm?
Explore the beauty and strength of steel.

the strength of steel
From sleek, sophisticated automobiles to iconic architectural marvels, steel has
long been lauded for its strength, durability and beauty. At Royal Palm Pools,
we use steel to create gorgeous pools with straight walls and graceful curves
that can withstand the tremendous pressures of water and earth. We use only
premium 14-gauge G235 zinc-coated galvanized steel to provide our customers
the strongest, highest quality pools on the market.
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design it. Our computer controlled manufacturing allows
us to create virtually any shape
or size. In addition, we offer a
range of add-ons that let you
completely customize every
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options for every style.
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Royal Palm Pools offers an array of options to help you
design the pool that’s right for your home, your life and
your budget. Our basic, intermediate and high-end pools
are all designed to provide you with the highest level of
style, beauty and quality.
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a step-by-step guide to creating your perfect outdoor oasis
S P E C I A L F E AT U R E S - S T E P S
POOL

No other feature is quite as important as the steps
inviting you and your guests into a pool. While easy

PORTFOLIO

pool entry and exit are important, walk-in stairs
serve a greater purpose. They’re a place to interact
with friends. Much like that island in your kitchen,
people are naturally drawn to a pool’s step and bench
features. A pool’s step offers a comfortable, relaxing
place to cool off and carry on conversations. Royal
Palm Pools offers several options for walk-in steps to
best accommodate your needs.

thermoplastic step

vinyl-covered exterior step

contour

inside radius

wedding cake

A thermoplastic step offers basic entry into your pool for a great value.

An external steel step is a beautiful option that offers simplicity and

A step designed as an alternative to the traditional ladder, with

For a step option that blends nicely into the landscape of your

The design elements of wedding cake steel steps enhance the beauty of

Individual seating and hydrotherapy jets are available for these one-

sleek design.. No matter the size, this vinyl-covered steel step brings

consideration given to easier exit and entry into a pool. The contour

pool, consider an inside radius step. With a steel step inside your

your already stunning swimming pool. The soft curves of a wedding

piece steps. Various shapes and sizes fit all pool styles with consideration

sophisticated style to whatever pool design you choose.

step enhances the profile of the pool while limiting the amount of

pool, you can maintain the perimeter while creating a continuous

cake style step offers the same benefits of an inside radius step while

additional space needed to implement a design.

design that emphasizes the overall shape.

opening up the design option capabilities.

given to durability against the elements.

S P E C I A L F E AT U R E S - S PA S

to any pool. A spa’s soothing warm waters and
powerful jets combine to help you unwind
from the stresses of the day and experience
complete relaxation. Perfect for any season, a
spa provides a warm, inviting oasis that allows
you to enjoy your pool even when the weather
turns cooler. For athletes and those suffering
from aches and pains, a spa can help relax and
heal tight muscles, providing relief at a moment’s
notice. Royal Palm Pools offers several spa
options that can help you transform your pool
into a peaceful, year-round paradise.
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A warm, relaxing spa is the perfect complement

POOL

special features - spas

construction/warranty/safety
Quality construction you can depend on
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Pool location is determined

Elevation is set

Pool location is established and layed out

Excavation begins

innovative construction.
remarkable design.
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Pool walls are set in place as the excavation continues

Adjustable alignment bracing is set and staked to anchor
walls. Concrete footing is poured and walls are aligned

Pool is backfilled and aluminum coping or liner receptor
is installed. Concrete decking is formed
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Paver decking is installed

Aggregate bottom is hand troweled in place. Bottom is
then cleaned and prepared for liner installation
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Concrete decking, or optional concrete border is poured
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Each Royal Palm wall panel is made with the highest-quality 14-gauge G235 zinc-coated steel.
The ribs are attached using a stud-welding process that won’t burn through the face of the
panel. To create a strong, reliable joint, we use a clinch-fastening system to attach corner gussets and flanges. Once manufactured, your pool can be back-filled prior to adding water which
allows more decking options, or filled with water first. The result is a well-crafted pool that’s
as strong and reliable as it is beautiful.

Sub deck is prepared for optional paver installation

Liner is installed, vacumed in place and filling starts

Ladder, handrails, filter system and
accessories are installed

play it safe.
SAFETY INFORMATION
•

Always make sure your pool is secure from unattended or unauthorized use.

•

Carefully supervise all swimmers. There is no substitute for adult supervision in your
swimming pool environment – lives depend on it.

•

Royal Palm Pools, Inc. does not recommend the use of diving equipment or slides.
If used, they should only be used in accordance with the National Swimming Pool
Institute and the manufacturer’s safety recommendations.

•

This brochure is for illustrative purposes only. Royal Palm Pools, Inc. makes no
representations other than those stated in its written warranties. Any representations,
contracts or statements made to the customer by the dealer/contractor regarding
products produced by Royal Palm Pools, Inc. are strictly between the customer
and the dealer/contractor.

•

Any products supplied, not manufactured by Royal Palm Pools, Inc., are covered by
their respective warranties.

•

The dealer/builder who sells or builds your pool is an independent businessperson and
not an employee of Royal Palm Pools, Inc.

quality that lasts a lifetime.
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Royal Palm Pools, Inc. warrants to the original purchaser, that the steel wall
panels be free from defects in workmanship for the lifetime of the original
purchaser. Royal Palm Pools, Inc. agrees to repair or replace any defective part
without charge according to the following criteria:
1. This warranty is valid to the original purchaser only. This warranty will
be effective upon completion of the installation, by an authorized Royal
Palm Pools, Inc. dealer, once the purchase price has been paid in full and the
Registration Card has been completed and returned to Royal Palm Pools,
Inc. within 30 days of completion.
2. In the event of failure, Royal Palm Pools, Inc will assess the product within
ten days of receipt at our facility. All incoming freight charges will be paid
for by the purchaser. If the panel is deemed defective, Royal Palm Pools,
Inc. will repair or replace the product, reimburse the purchaser for incoming
freight charges, and return the new or repaired product with no freight charges.

3. Unit or assemblies such as pool liner, pool coping, pumps, filters, skimmers,
heaters, or any accessories purchased for the use in the pool are subject to
and carry the original manufacturer’s warranty only. These products will
not be covered by Royal Palm Pools, Inc.
4. In order to obtain maximum use and enjoyment from your pool, you should
keep your pool full of water at all times. Royal Palm Pools, Inc. is not
responsible for any irregularities or imperfections which may result from the
removal of water from your pool.
5. Total liability to you under the warranty is limited to carrying out the terms
of this warranty. No expressed, implied, or statutory warranty other than set
forth herein is made or authorized to be made by Royal Palm Pools, Inc.
6. Royal Palm Pools, Inc. has no liability for faulty installation of your pool, or
for damage to panels which may result from faulty handling.

want to learn more?
Dive deeper into Royal Palm Pools.

r e m a r k a b l e b e a u t y. e x c e p t i o n a l q u a l i t y.

Our pools do more than just enhance the beauty and value of your home. From endless games with the
kids to elegant cocktail parties, a Royal Palm pool sets the stage for memories lasting a lifetime.

Royal Palm Pools, Inc. is singularly focused on creating superior exceptional swimming pools that are
strong, beautifully constructed, and resilient. As the only true manufacturer of in-ground steel wall pool
systems in the Southeast, we bring a combined 75 years of experience in the swimming pool industry.
We’re committed to providing you with the highest quality and most reliable pool products available, in
turn, creating the perfect pool for you.
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